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Motivation

I Do failed entrepreneurs have access to credit to restart?

I Optimal public memory of past negative information
I Ex-ante incentives (punish failures) vs. ex-post efficiency

(allow entrepreneurs to restart)
I Adverse selection vs. redistribution

I Bankruptcy
I Fear of failure might make people too conservative



This paper

I Exploits a natural experiment in France
I ⇒ suppression of public flagging of managers whose firm got

liquidated (without fraud)
I this allows us to measure causal effect of failure information

on entrepreneurial outcomes

I Finds deflag increases:
I probability of creating a business
I access to credit & investment

I But failed entrepreneurs are more likely to fail again

I Overall, policy lead to redistribution with minor adverse
effects on non-failed managers
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Banque de France’s FIBEN

I FIBEN (FIchier Bancaire des ENtreprises) includes info on:
I current and past managing roles, flags, and demographics, for

the universe of entrepreneurs
I creation and default dates for the universe of firms
I balance sheets, income statements, and number of bank

relationships for a subset of firms

I Banks access remotely to FIBEN by paying a cost



The Flag

I Until 2013, Banque de France flagged for 3 years managers
involved in one corporate liquidation (“Flag 040”)

I Higher flags for people with multiple events of corporate
bankruptcy or fraudulent bankruptcy (“Flag 050” and “Flag
060”)

I Information available to banks via FIBEN



The 2013 reform

I In Sep. 2013, Government eliminated the “Flag 040”
I 140,000 managers deflagged (⇒ heterogeneous flag duration)
I informed about it with a letter
I fraudulent and/or multiple bankrupcies remain documented

I Objectives: reduce stigma of failure; develop entrepreneurial
culture

I PM Ayrault (18/6/2013):

“Some entrepreneurs fail after a first attempt, but
this should not discourage them or prevent them
from starting again, so we decided that the Banque
de France should no longer produce this famous
“Flag 040”, which so many of you fear.”



Managers’ population pre and post reform

Table: Breakdown of the managers’ population according to the flags

as of Aug. 2013 Dec. 2013
Flag Population Share (%) Population Share (%)

000 5 712 990 96.9 5 917 297 99.4
040 143 473 2.4 – –
050 6 276 0.1 6 600 0.1
060 31 045 0.5 30 878 0.5

Total 5 893 784 100.0 5 954 775 100.0



What bankers would see on FIBEN after policy



Paradox: the flag can be reconstructed at small cost!

I Other modules of FIBEN still provide the information
I this is “one click away”
I additional cost of a few euros per request for the bank

I Alternative data sources link individual names to corporate
bankruptcies

I cost is around 5e

I Thus, might expect no effect of the reform ...
I ... but flag was highly salient
I ... maybe banks don’t gather more info if not relevant enough



Alternative source of info: InfoGreffe certificate
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Probability of starting a business

Figure: Dynamics of three-year flagged managers



Identification challenge

I Disentangle demand of credit vs. supply of credit

I Entrepreneurs might simply take a few years to recover from
trauma of failure

I ⇒ Natural experiment needed for clean identification



Compare dynamics of three-year and policy-affected flags

Figure: Entrepreneur’s probability to start a business vs. time since flag



Difference-in-difference methodology

I Sample: unflagged managers together with three-year and
policy-affected flagged managers

I flagged managers tracked from quarter 1 to 11 after flag start

Pr (firm creationit = 1|Xit) = Φ(
11∑

q=1

γq1 {t = flagi + q}

+ β1 {t ≥ deflagi}+ controlsi + ηt)

I flagj is date at which j gets flagged,

I deflagj the date at which gets deflagged.

I identification of β : through policy shock (early deflags)



Regression results

I Col. (1) and (2): Before-After. (i.e. using three-year disc.)

I Col. (3) and (4): Diff-in-Diff. (i.e. using policy shock)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
firm creation firm creation firm creation firm creation

manager has been deflagged 0.0011∗∗∗ 0.0011∗∗∗ 0.0015∗∗∗ 0.0010∗∗∗

(4.09) (3.97) (7.63) (4.99)

flagged manager 0.0024∗∗∗ 0.0020∗∗∗

(12.32) (10.13)

manager’s age -0.0003∗∗∗ -0.0003∗∗∗

(-140.55) (-139.58)

manager is female -0.0025∗∗∗ -0.0026∗∗∗

(-39.55) (-40.85)

manager is non-French 0.0014∗∗∗ 0.0014∗∗∗

(23.39) (23.10)

Distance from flags start dummies No No Yes Yes

Conditional proba. (at median) 0.0067 0.0065 0.0067 0.0066

Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observation 10,943,602 10,943,602 11,471,686 11,471,686



Access to credit and ability to invest with an existing firm

I Want a direct causal identification of flag on bank behavior

I Idea: some entrepreneurs manage multiple companies
I ⇒ look at what happens to remaining firm when other firm

defaults

I what kind of debt? what for? can trade-credit substitute?

I is effect different in industries where entrepreneurial talent
matters more?

I do entrepreneurs contact new banks after deflag?



Compare dynamics of three-year and policy-affected flags
Figure: Average change in bank debt vs. time since flag



Previous difference-in-difference methodology

I Consider balance sheet item xj ,t , for example change in bank
debt

I Sample: ”second” firms managed by unflagged managers,
three-year or policy-affected flagged managers

I firms with flagged managers tracked from year 1 to 3 after flag
start

xj ,t

total assetsj ,t−1
= γ11 {t = flagj + 2yrs}+ γ21 {t = flagj + 3yrs}

+ β1 {t ≥ deflagj}+ ηindustryj ;t + ηj

I flagj is date at which j gets flagged

I deflagj the date at which gets deflagged

I identification of β through policy shock (early deflags)



Regression results: funding sources

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

D bankdebt D ST bankdebt D LT bankdebt Loan rate D trade credit

manager has been deflagged 0.008∗∗ 0.004∗ 0.004 -0.004∗ -0.008∗

(2.83) (2.03) (1.65) (-1.91) (-2.00)

2 yrs since manager’s flag start -0.002 0.001 -0.003∗∗ 0.001 0.008∗

(-1.27) (0.80) (-2.79) (0.49) (2.00)

3 yrs since manager’s flag start -0.001 -0.000 -0.000 0.002 0.008∗

(-0.25) (-0.03) (-0.34) (0.89) (2.16)

Firm FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

3 digit industry x Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observation 1,392,120 1,392,120 1,392,120 1,002,913 1,332,502

R2 0.234 0.131 0.268 0.553 0.124



Regression results: employment of funds

(1) (2) (3) (4)

D ground D building D equip Div A

manager has been deflagged 0.000 0.001∗∗ 0.001 0.003∗

(1.36) (3.00) (1.08) (1.96)

2 yrs since manager’s flag start -0.000∗ 0.000 -0.000 -0.000

(-2.26) (0.35) (-0.04) (-0.12)

3 yrs since manager’s flag start -0.000 -0.000 0.001 -0.000

(-0.68) (-0.43) (1.69) (-0.34)

Firm FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

3 digit industry x Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observation 1,392,120 1,392,120 1,392,120 1,392,120

R2 0.282 0.303 0.220 0.619



Is effect different in industries where entrepreneurial talent
matters more?

I How to identify industries where entrepreneurial talent
matters more? Bertrand and Schoar’s (2003) paper

ROAi ,j ,t = βi + δj + ηindustryj ;t

run over a panel of firms managed by more than one manager
or connected to managers involved in more than one firm

I βi measures common productivity of firms run by same man.

I ... is identified separately from firm FEs (δj )

I dispersion of βi within an industry measures to what extent
individual talent matters for productivity



Regression results as a f. of man. talent: funding sources

Use diff-in-diff model and interact independent variables with
importance of talent in the industry

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

D bankdebt D ST bankdebt D LT bankdebt Loan rate D trade credit

manager has been deflagged 0.005 0.002 0.003 -0.002 -0.004

(1.19) (0.68) (1.24) (-0.95) (-0.90)

— x firm’s industry has high manager FE st.dev. 0.008 0.006∗∗ 0.001 -0.006∗ -0.011

(1.75) (2.63) (0.45) (-1.86) (-1.22)

2 yrs since manager’s flag start -0.004 0.001 -0.005∗∗ 0.001 0.005

(-1.71) (0.65) (-2.94) (0.37) (1.27)

3 yrs since manager’s flag start -0.002 0.000 -0.002 -0.002 0.005

(-0.84) (0.12) (-1.05) (-0.91) (1.15)

Other dist. from flag start interac. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Firm FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

3 digit industry x Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observation 1,392,120 1,392,120 1,392,120 1,002,913 1,332,502

R2 0.234 0.131 0.268 0.553 0.124

Flag has stronger effects when talent matters more



Regression results: number of bank relationships

(1) (2) (3)

D N bank rel D N bank rel D N bank rel

manager has been deflagged 0.124∗∗∗ 0.123∗∗∗ 0.130∗∗

(3.68) (3.57) (2.55)

— x firm’s industry has high manager FE st.dev. -0.015

(-0.26)

2 yrs since manager’s flag start -0.023 -0.024 -0.028

(-0.78) (-0.81) (-0.98)

3 yrs since manager’s flag start -0.053∗ -0.056∗∗ -0.086∗∗

(-2.24) (-2.38) (-2.54)

Other dist. from flag start interac. – – Yes

Firm FE Yes Yes Yes

3 digit industry x Year FE Yes Yes Yes

Rating FE No Yes No

Observation 1,110,493 1,110,472 1,110,493

R2 0.193 0.194 0.193
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Are failed entrepreneurs more likely to fail again?

I Proba. of firm failure as a function of manager’s past and
current flag

I Sample: randomly drawn 15% of the universe of firm created
and managed by failed/non-failed managers since 2005

Pr
(
firm failsjq = 1|Xit

)
= Φ

(
5∑

y=1

γy1
{

year(q) = year(failj ) + y
}

+ β1
{

flagj ≤ q ∧ q ≤ deflagj

}
+ ζagejq + ηindustryj ;q

)

I 1 {year(q) = year(failj ) + y} are time-from-failure dummies

I 1 {flagj ≤ q ∧ q ≤ deflagj} capture if the manager is
currently flagged

I Disentangle effects of past failure from being flagged thanks
to heterogeneous flag duration & policy change



Regression results

(1) (2) (3) (4)
fail next quarter fail in 1yr have bad event have bad event or fail

manager is currently flagged 0.00365∗∗∗ 0.00439∗∗∗ 0.00072∗∗ 0.00361∗∗∗

(7.04) (8.25) (2.30) (5.50)

1 yr since manager’s initial failure 0.00566∗∗∗ 0.00541∗∗∗ 0.00271∗∗∗ 0.00793∗∗∗

(11.06) (10.25) (8.92) (12.30)

2 yrs since manager’s initial failure 0.00262∗∗∗ 0.00212∗∗∗ 0.00125∗∗∗ 0.00401∗∗∗

(4.30) (3.37) (3.55) (5.44)

3 yrs since manager’s initial failure 0.00220∗∗∗ 0.00197∗∗∗ 0.00072∗ 0.00262∗∗∗

(3.25) (2.84) (1.83) (3.21)

4 yrs since manager’s initial failure 0.00379∗∗∗ 0.00382∗∗∗ 0.00119∗∗∗ 0.00453∗∗∗

(6.65) (6.49) (3.65) (6.66)

5 yrs since manager’s initial failure 0.00416∗∗∗ 0.00464∗∗∗ 0.00108∗∗∗ 0.00457∗∗∗

(6.87) (7.67) (3.03) (6.40)

firm’s age 0.00075∗∗∗ 0.00078∗∗∗ 0.00071∗∗∗ 0.00136∗∗∗

(28.44) (28.56) (37.18) (40.04)

Condit. proba. of failure (at median) 0.00540 0.00574 0.00156 0.00645

Industry x Quarter FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observation 3,006,367 3,007,713 2,927,615 3,023,452

Having failed & being flagged increase proba of failure



What is the value of “Flag 040” information?

I Value of the flag is extra loss a banker suffers from financing a
failed manager

I Back-of-the-envelope calculation
I proportion of managers having failed is 2.5%
I median firm debt is 54k e
I additional yearly mortality given past failure is 2%
I assume 5-year debt with zero recovery (in case of failure)
I ⇒ expected extra loss equals 2.5% * 54k * (5 * 2%) = 135 e

This is an upper bound

I Value is relatively small



Policy Implications

I Policy change caused ↗ entrepreneurship and
investment

I This happens despite flag can be reconstructed at small cost

I Potential reason: expected losses of funding a failed manager
are moderate, so no interest in acquiring extra info

I Change in welfare in failed population is clearly positive
I Redistribution/subsidization from non-failed to failed

I Change in welfare in non-failed population cannot become
”too negative”

I At worst, non-failed managers separate from the pool providing
the certificate of being ”clean”

I The implied cost is the maximal decrease in their welfare



Conclusion

I Study how info. on corporate failure affects
entrepreneurship/access to credit

I Use a policy change from France, which erased failure flags
I Early deflag causes ↗ entrepreneurship, access to credit, and

investment
I Stronger effects when entrepreneurial talent matters more

I Policy change redistributed resources from non-failed to failed
managers

I Depending on the GE effects of ↗ entrepreneurship, and
investment, total welfare may have ↗
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Appendix: Summary statistics, unflagged firms

Unflagged firms

N Mean St.Dev. Min. Max.

D bankdebt 1,372,333 -0.007 0.059 -0.283 0.501

D ST bankdebt 1,372,333 -0.000 0.041 -0.226 0.272

D LT bankdebt 1,372,333 -0.007 0.046 -0.191 0.372

Loan rate 1,167,939 0.046 0.047 0.000 0.300

D trade credit 1,315,924 -0.003 0.096 -0.400 0.370

D ground 1,372,333 -0.000 0.001 -0.012 0.026

D building 1,372,333 -0.001 0.015 -0.082 0.223

D equip 1,372,333 -0.001 0.016 -0.075 0.140

Div A 1,372,333 0.035 0.063 0.000 0.435

ROA 1,356,118 0.115 0.114 -0.476 0.608

log sales 1,354,965 7.475 1.902 0.000 11.720

log tangible assets 1,359,124 4.220 2.130 0.000 9.917

D N bank rel 1,107,236 0.085 0.607 -1.000 4.000



Appendix: Summary statistics, flagged firms

Flagged firms

N Mean St.Dev. Min. Max.

D bankdebt 6,322 -0.010 0.060 -0.245 0.427

D ST bankdebt 6,322 -0.003 0.045 -0.223 0.258

D LT bankdebt 6,322 -0.007 0.044 -0.190 0.337

Loan rate 5,315 0.054 0.054 0.000 0.299

D trade credit 6,014 -0.003 0.104 -0.372 0.362

D ground 6,322 -0.000 0.001 -0.011 0.022

D building 6,322 -0.002 0.012 -0.077 0.177

D equip 6,322 -0.001 0.015 -0.074 0.132

Div A 6,322 0.025 0.054 0.000 0.406

ROA 6,206 0.092 0.118 -0.428 0.604

log sales 6,287 7.365 1.938 0.000 11.563

log tangible assets 6,290 4.031 2.131 0.000 9.879

D N bank rel 5,106 0.080 0.658 -1.000 4.000



Appendix: financial conditions at restart

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Bankdebt/assets Bankdebt/assets Loan rate Loan rate Trade credit Trade credit

manager is flagged at creation -0.101∗∗∗ -0.086∗∗∗ 0.008∗ 0.008∗ 0.007 0.027

(-8.59) (-6.12) (2.19) (2.03) (0.34) (1.74)

manager is deflagged at creation -0.060∗∗∗ -0.052∗∗ 0.004 0.004 -0.020 -0.010

(-3.17) (-2.39) (1.54) (1.28) (-1.41) (-0.64)

log(total assets) 0.019∗∗∗ 0.019∗∗∗ -0.003∗∗∗ -0.003∗∗∗ -0.006∗∗∗ -0.001

(15.02) (15.82) (-8.27) (-8.37) (-3.28) (-0.51)

Param. difference: stigma effect -0.041 -0.034 0.004 0.004 0.027 0.037

t-statistic -1.96 -1.31 0.68 0.74 1.27 1.86

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Industry FE No Yes No Yes No Yes

Observation 73,923 72,932 54,849 54,116 73,923 72,932

R2 0.031 0.102 0.042 0.054 0.002 0.197



Appendix: productivity at restart

(1) (2) (3) (4)

ROA ROA EBITDA/sales EBITDA/sales

manager is flagged at creation -0.017∗ -0.021∗∗ -0.142∗∗∗ -0.129∗∗∗

(-1.90) (-2.82) (-4.51) (-3.65)

manager is deflagged at creation -0.007∗ -0.010∗∗ -0.030 -0.022

(-1.90) (-2.94) (-1.04) (-0.70)

log(total assets) -0.005 -0.004 0.054∗∗∗ 0.031∗∗∗

(-0.85) (-0.74) (10.80) (5.15)

Param. difference -0.009 -0.011 -0.112 -0.108

t-statistic -1.20 -1.44 -2.17 -1.98

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Industry FE No Yes No Yes

Observation 73,923 72,932 60,834 60,115

R2 0.008 0.014 0.009 0.094



Appendix: financial conditions in the medium run

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Bankdebt/assets Bankdebt/assets Loan rate Loan rate Trade credit Trade credit

manager is flagged at creation 0.004 0.008 0.003 0.004 0.039∗∗ 0.040∗∗

(0.29) (0.52) (0.74) (0.97) (2.89) (2.76)

manager is deflagged at creation 0.060∗∗∗ 0.056∗∗∗ 0.022∗∗∗ 0.022∗∗∗ 0.078∗ 0.081

(6.19) (5.16) (5.58) (5.78) (2.27) (1.66)

log(total assets) 0.017∗∗∗ 0.018∗∗∗ -0.007∗∗∗ -0.007∗∗∗ -0.011∗∗ -0.006

(5.13) (5.61) (-14.16) (-10.75) (-2.51) (-1.08)

Param. difference: stigma effect -0.056 -0.048 -0.019 -0.018 -0.038 -0.041

t-statistic -2.76 -2.31 -3.86 -3.68 -1.13 -0.90

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Industry FE No Yes No Yes No Yes

Observation 6,165 6,094 4,186 4,136 6,165 6,094

R2 0.032 0.084 0.041 0.052 0.009 0.178



Appendix: productivity in the medium run

(1) (2) (3) (4)

ROA ROA EBITDA/sales EBITDA/sales

manager is flagged at creation -0.034 -0.032 -0.009 -0.031

(-1.77) (-1.72) (-0.21) (-0.66)

manager is deflagged at creation -0.044 -0.046 -0.012 -0.028

(-1.15) (-1.32) (-0.14) (-0.47)

log(total assets) -0.001 0.001 0.070∗∗∗ 0.059∗∗∗

(-0.18) (0.22) (7.66) (5.83)

Param. difference 0.010 0.015 0.003 -0.003

t-statistic 0.22 0.33 0.03 -0.05

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Industry FE No Yes No Yes

Observation 6,165 6,094 5,725 5,665

R2 0.012 0.025 0.029 0.111
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